SPECIAL SUGGESTIONS

INSERTION OF PAPER

Insert paper to the very bottom and then turn carriage knob. Make sure you slip the paper under the paper bail. To straighten paper after insertion, pull forward the paper release lever and adjust paper. If necessary, lock the paper release lever by pressing it down. After adjusting paper, return the paper release lever to its original position.

CHANGING THE RIBBON

- Lift the two ribbon covers.
- When you put in the spools, be sure that the ribbon comes between spools and the keyboard.
- Place the spools on the spool pins A and turn until the spool slot is engaged by the drive pin B (spindle).
- Pass the ribbon behind the main guide C, through the guides D, then under the hooks E.
- Slip the ribbon into the ribbon guide fork arms F so that the ribbon eyelet is between the fork and the spool.
- Lower the two ribbon covers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

- The machine should be closed only, while it is NOT in shift position.
- Do not turn the roller knob until the line space lever movable arm is disengaged.
- Do not force the keys at the end of the line. The margin release lever (Nr. 10) should be used.
- Do not exert force on any lever or control, but re-read the instructions or contact your dealer.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF YOUR ROXY
HOW TO OPEN YOUR ROXY

A) Place the typewriter on its rubber feet with the lock near you and push the carrying case lock to the right.

B) With both thumbs placed under the projections of the cover, raise the machine, making it slide forward, then turn it over completely and lay it down.

C) Push the carriage to the left side, pressing on the carriage release lever.

D) Pull the line space lever and raise the carriage support arm.

HOW TO CLOSE YOUR ROXY

A) Lower the paper support arm and push the carriage to the left.

B) Push the line space lever to right and lower its movable arm into locking position.

C) Push carriage to right up to stop.

D) Lift the machine from the rear, sliding it as far back as possible - at the same time pivot the top toward you and finally turn it over completely. It will lock automatically.